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The History of the Development of the Two Elk Creek Area 
of the White River National Forest. 
Thesis and Goal: 
The goal of this thesis is to discuss the history of the Vail Associates proposal for 
development of the Category III area of the White River National Forest in Colorado, 
otherwise known as the back bowls of Vail Valley, which is now under consideration by 
the United States Forest Service. I will present the strengths and weaknesses of this 
proposal, giving the views of the proponent, Vail Associates, and the potential opponents, 
including the Colorado Mountain Club and Colorado Environmental Coalition. I will also 
consider the studies undertaken by the United States Forest Service in coordination with 
Vail Associates that will be used in determining the final decision by the Forest Service on 
the future of this development. My discussion will focus on the viability of the 
development proposal itself, as well as the environmental impact of the alternative 
proposals also under consideration. 
History of the Vail VaHey: 
Vail, Colorado, located on the Interstate-70 east-west corridor that bisects the 
state, is located in the Rocky Mountains, approximately one hundred miles west of Denver 
(see map of the state of Colorado in the map section). Now an easy interstate drive from 
the capital city through the Eisenhower tunnel (which bypasses Loveland pass), the 
mountain community originated with the growth of the ski industry. 
Before its development for skiing in 1962, Vail valley was a sheep ranch. There 
were no towns in the immediate vicinity of Vail. The closest towns were Minturn (about 
ten miles to the southwest), Redcliff(five additional miles to the south of Minturn), and 
Edwards (twenty miles west of Vail). Edwards was then the center of Eagle Valley and 
had the county's only railroad stop, dance hall, and trading center for farmers and ranchers 
(Savage 69). Historically, Kit Carson and John C. Fremont camped at the site of the 
Williams Fishery in 1845 (Savage 69). This site would later become part of the homestead 
of Joseph Brett, a Frenchman who came to America for the gold rush. Brett arrived in 
Eagle Valley in 1878 (Savage 69), but soon turned from prospecting to ranching, which 
made him quite prosperous. Brett built what is now the oldest registered historic building 
in Eagle county, and his ranch became known for its fishing. At one time the Denver and 
Rio Grande Railroad made six stops per day in Edwards for passengers, freight, and mail 
(Savage 72) and also brought the miners from Leadville into Edwards to ·spend their 
money every weekend. The miners would attend the dance hall or stay at the Brett Ranch 
"and have notorious poker games that would last all night" (Savage 69). 
Edwards has been the site of some of the state's worst range wars, going back to 
the years 1900-1930. These range wars were usually over water ditches. In one such 
battle seven men were killed (Savage 72). Finally state officials made the ranchers legally 
draw up' boundaries for water rights, and today Edwards has the oldest water rights in 
Eagle county (Savage 72). It is interesting to note that water rights are again the focus of 
legal action in the county. The front range cities of Denver, Aurora, and Colorado 
Springs bought water rights in Eagle County in the 1950s before it was included in a 
wilderness area (Huffman 44). Currently there is local contention against permits issued 
for water projects, such as those designated Homestake I and Homestake II, that call "for 
the diversion of 20,000 to 22,000 acre feet of water annually from streams inside the Holy 
Cross Wilderness" (Best 14). Some of the wetlands issues will be quite complicated 
because Eagle County had not designated this area as a wilderness area before the water 
rights were sold. 
Historically, other industry in the Vail area included logging and, on occasion, 
mining (when the mineral ore prices were high). Mining was restricted mostly to the 
Gilman and Redcliffareas, south of Minturn (1996 Kroenke interview). While the tailings 
--
from the mines are quite visible, there has been no active large scale mining in the area 
since the Climax mine near Leadville, Colorado, ceased all operation nearly three years 
ago. In terms of agriculture, some of the crops that were grown in the area and 
transported via railroad were lettuce and peas (Savage 72). 
Horses also played an important role in the early days of Eagle County. They were 
used for herding cattle, carrying children to school, pulling wagons loaded with ore from 
the mines on the other side of Battle Mountain, and pulling sleds of hay for cattle during 
winter (Rendall 19). This is one of the industries that has continued into modem day. 
Because 80% of Eagle County is public land, owned either by the U.S. Forest Service or 
the Bureau of Land Management (Rendall 19,23), there is plenty of terrain for horseback 
riding. Sheep ranching has also continued in the Valley, and hikers and horseback riders 
often come across herds on the meadows above Vail that are being used for summer 
range. 
Another historical point of interest in Eagle County is its connection with the U.S. 
Army's Tenth Mountain Division, which conducted winter training near Leadville before 
and during World War II. There are historical markers at the site of Camp Hale, where 
the foundations of the camp's buildings can still be seen, and the story of this unit can be 
seen in a video in the Colorado Ski Heritage Museum, located in the main parking 
structure in Vail. There are also permanent exhibits of Tenth Mountain Division 
memorabilia at the museum. 
The Development of Vail as a Winter and Summer Resort: 
Vail's first ski season opened in December of 1962, and all but one building had 
been constructed the previous summer (Selby 8). The community consisted of about 500 
beds, mostly hotels, with fourteen private homes (Selby 8). Talking about these early 
days, one Vail Associates vice president said, "We thought that if some day Vail had 5,000 
skiers, that would be the ultimate" (Selby 8). These early residents had plenty of 
-hardships, especially learning how to deal with extreme cold, about 45 below zero for days 
on end, and the fact that most of the homes (other than the hotels) had no indoor 
bathrooms, used wood stoves for heat, and had only cold running water (Selby 8,64). 
Ironically, that first December there was extreme cold but little snow. In the 1960s 
the trails were groomed without the benefit of machines. Four-man teams would patrol 
the trails with shovels and stop to take the tops off of the moguls and drop them into the 
troughs (Selby 64-65). Vail was also the site of the Olympic ski training camp (because 
the Olympic coach was also the coach of the University of Colorado ski team), and the 
lack of snow that first season was a concern for the training. Volunteer soldiers from Ft. 
Carson had to foot pack the trails to preserve the snow for the Olympic camp (Selby 59). 
Most of the people who lived in Vail in its early days were there for the adventure 
and had no idea that skiing would catch on the way it did. According to Bunny Langmaid, 
one of Vail's original residents, "We thought it was just a great adventure and a wonderful 
place to live" (Selby 65). However, Vail Associates Vice President Bob Parker points to 
several reasons why skiing and Vail did become so popular: "the emergence of the 
condominium concept, the widespread popularity of air travel, revolutions in ski 
equipment which made it safer and more comfortable, down as a warm ski clothing 
material, and the Bogner look which brought [European ski] fashion to the slopes all 
coincided with the opening of Vail" (Selby 65). 
While Vail began as a ski resort and eventually grew to be rated the number one ski 
resort in north America by Ski Magazine and the number one family ski resort in the nation 
by Family Circle Magazine (Denver's Visitor's Guide 91), there are plenty of additional 
inti cements for tourism in such diverse areas as sports and international politics. It is true 
that the Vail valley is known for its high blue skies and winter sports. Some of these 
events and opportunities include the World Cup Alpine Ski Racing Circuit, the World 
Alpine Ski Championships, the Grundig World Cup Mountain Bike Racing Series, the 
International Coors Bicycle Classic, and gold medal trout streams. It is also home to 
former President Gerald Ford, who hosts the annual Gerald Ford Invitational Golf 
Tournament and the annual American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research (the 
AEI World Forum) that addresses global peace and economic issues. The photo below, 
taken at International Bridge, depicts the present international flavor of Vail Village and 
its resemblance to European alpine villages. 
The International Bridge in Vail Village, 1995 
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Two Elk Creek: 
The parcel ofland under consideration in this paper, the Two Elk Creek area, presents a 
marked contrast with Vail Village. The Two Elk Creek development area is a 4,000 acre 
site within the White River National Forest in Eagle County, Colorado, and is located in 
the southern portion of the back bowls of the Vail Ski Area Special Use Permit with the 
US. Forest Service. To give a better idea about its location, Vail village is located at the 
foot of the northern face of Vail mountain; the back bowls are located on the southern 
face of this same mountain. To access the Two Elk Creek area in the winter, one could 
take the gondola at Lionshead to the top of Eagle's Nest, then ski along the ridge to the 
back bowls, and then ski down into China bowl. Two Elk Creek is designated as 
Category IlIon the Vail Associates map (see figure 1 in Appendix A). 
The Category III area includes the Commando Bowl, Pete's Bowl, and Super 
Bowl. While these bowls are currently undeveloped, guests of Vail are allowed to ski the 
bowls, but must do so without the aid of chair lift services or manmade trails. Primarily, 
this terrain provides intermediate level skiing, the level that Vail Associates feels will be 
most marketable to its target ski audience. V A has found through fairly extensive surveys 
of the current skiing population that there is a heavy preponderance of those who identify 
themselves as intermediate skiers or those who say they prefer intermediate skiing (1996 
Kroenke interview); thus, VA feels that further development of this area will enhance the 
attractiveness of Vail to its target ski audience. 
In 1985, Vail Associates originally submitted a Master Development Plan (MDP) 
to the US. Forest Service for he entire Vail Ski Area. The US. Forest Service conducted 
an Environmental Assessment (and circulated a Decision Notice for the MDP) in 1986. 
At that time there were no site-specific proposals for the portion of land designated as 
Category III. This MDP would eventually become an alternative to the proposed 
development of the Category III area, despite its greater scope in comparison to the 
proposed project (see Map 4 in the maps section). 
Resting at the summit of Two Elk Pass 
Two Elk Pass as seen from Gore Range 
-Proposed Action Alternative (Alternative C): 
In 1992 Vail Associates submitted a detailed site-specific plan and proposal for the 
development of the Category III area. The map for this proposal can be seen in the maps 
section as Map 3. The proposal itself calls for the addition of three ski lifts to the area, 
one of them between bowls for skier distribution. The proposal also calls for a road 
approximately one mile in length, two bridges, two picnic decks, two sets of ski patrol and 
public warming facilities (EIS 18), and one large restaurant located at the bottom of Pete's 
Bowl (1995 Allender interview). The restaurant would consist of 20,000 square feet and 
seat between 300 and 400 people. The picnic decks would consist of permanent wooden 
platforms of approximately 5,000 square feet to which portable "picnic sleds" could be 
positioned to provide food and beverage services for skiers (EIS 2.9); these decks would 
also have 2000-square-foot warming huts and self-contained restroom facilities (EIS 2.9). 
The public facilities would be collocated with, but separate from, the ski patrol facilities 
near the upper lift terminals (EIS 2.10). The bridges/skiways would be built in order to 
avoid impacts to narrow wetland areas (EIS 2-10). Some clearing of vegetation in the 
area would be necessary. According to Tom Allender, Mountain Planner for Vail 
Associates, this clearing would consist of thinning (glading) 300 acres of aspen trees and 
brush in order to gain this land for conventional skiing purposes. 
In the development of other alternative actions, the Forest Service considered 
plans that would both lessen and heighten the development process in the Category III 
area. In the end, four actions, including the proposed action itself, are discussed as 
possibilities in the EIS. One of these four actions will be chosen as the final action 
concerning development in the Category III area. 
No Action Alternative (Alternative A): 
The first alternative to the proposed development plan is that of no action. The 
map for this alternative is located in the maps section as Map 1. This alternative is 
required by Council on Environmental Quality regulations and, along with being a "viable" 
option, becomes the alternative to which all potential actions are compared (EIS 2-7). 
This option keeps in place the skiing opportunities presently available in the Category III 
area. While calling for no action, it does not reclaim the Category III area from the Vail 
Associates special-use permit as suggested by the Colorado Mountain Club (CMC) and 
Colorado Environmental Coalition (CEC) at the beginning stages of proposed 
development. If this alternative is chosen, Vail Associates will be forced to look for other 
options in order to attract their target audience to ski Vail Mountain. This would be an 
extremely difficult proposition for Vail Associates, which has already invested millions of 
dollars in planning and advertising the proposed development. The front side of the 
mountain has already been developed to its fullest potential; Category III is the only area 
left in Vail Associates' use permit that could be developed to serve the interest of 
intermediate skiers. 
Center Ridge Alternative (Alternative B): 
The second alternative to the proposed development is known as Center Ridge. 
The map for this alternative is located in the maps section as Map 2. In this alternative 
there would be no restaurant, only one picnic deck, one ski patrol and public warming 
facility, and two bridges over Two Elk Creek. This alternative is the minimal development 
action that was studied in depth, and was "developed to explore ways to further reduce 
potential impacts to wetlands and old-growth forest and to limit impacts to a smaller 
geographic area" (EIS 2-13). 
Proposed Action (Alternative C): 
The Proposed Action Alternative is identified in the EIS draft as Alternative C and 
discussed above under Proposed Action. The map for this alternative is located in the 
maps section as Map 3. 
--
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MDP Alternative (Alternative D): 
The third and final alternative to the proposed development is the MDP 
Alternative. The map for this alternative is located in the maps section as Map 4. The 
map of the Master Development Plan alternative is located in the maps section as Map 3. 
In this alternative there would be almost 2.5 miles of road, four ski lifts, four bridges 
crossing Two Elk Creek, one restaurant, two picnic decks, and three sets of ski patrol and 
public warming facilities (EIS 2-20, 2-21). This is the most expansive of the alternative 
proposals and would pose the greatest harm to the pristine nature of the Category III area. 
All of these alternatives and their impacts on the area will be considered below. 
Since 1994 the U.S. Forest Service has been conducting research on the Category 
III area and is now in the process of preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). 
The draft EIS, issued in Spring, 1995, has been followed by forty-five days of public 
ȘŬÜÜŤŸWĚand public meetings. The public release of the final EIS and Record of Decision, 
scheduled to take place in Fall, 1995, was actually issued November 7, 1995, with two 
open houses scheduled for the evenings of December 6 and 7, 1995, at the Holy Cross 
Ranger District Office in Minturn, Colorado. Public commentary was extended until 
December 26, 1995. However, due to delays in preparation of the EIS, as well as the 
closure of National Park offices due to the balanced budget impasse, it is unsure at this 
time when a final decision on the proposal will be made. The public meetings on the EIS 
draft finally took place on January 26, 1996. 
The proponent, Vail Associates, is a resort development corporation that includes 
the properties of Vail, Beaver Creek, and Arrowhead Resorts, all located within the 
Colorado Rocky Mountains. Originally, Vail Associates received a land use permit from 
the United States Forest Service in 1961, allowing them the right to develop a ski area on 
Vail Mountain. This agreement, modified by the U. S. Forest Service in 1986, gives Vail 
Associates the use of an additional 4,000 acres of land. This modification requires that 
-
Vail Associates would propose a development plan for Category III within twenty years 
or the land would be available, at the discretion of the Forest Supervisor, to be retaken 
from the land use permit (1993 Kroenke interview). 
Vail Associates views the development of the Category III area as an opportunity 
to attract more skiers to the Vail Valley during off-peak skiing days. Off-peak days refer 
to days in which the skier capacity within the town of Vail is not reached. The total 
number of possible skiers in Vail Valley at one time is 19,900 (EIS 1-9). In Voice o/the 
Vail Valley Andrew Daly, President and CEO of Vail Associates, states that the goal of 
the Category III development project is to "enhance your mountain experience" (1). In 
the same publication it is noted that the back bowls are "the #1 reason skiers love Vail" 
(1). The present back bowls are often closed due to inclement weather or poor visibility, 
and the addition of three bowls would greatly increase the possibilities of back bowl use. 
Thus, the proposed development would definitely add to the attraction of Vail for ski 
vacations. The installation of lifts would also allow skiers a more accessible back bowl 
experience, as well as the chance to ski a much greater portion of Vail Mountain in one 
day than was previously possible before. As of now, the three-bowl area under 
consideration for further development consists of 400 acres of open skiing terrain (1995 
Allender interview). 
Vail Associates is pushing hard for the completion of the Category III 
development. In hosting the 1999 World Alpine Ski Championships, Vail is looking 
forward to the opportunity of showcasing itself as a premier ski resort to the world skiing 
community: "This is the year we've been waiting for, the culmination of over seven years 
of planning and building" (Daly 7). With the completion of development scheduled to 
coincide roughly with the timing of this event, Vail Associates is hoping to provide "a 
much enhanced guest experience" (Daly 7). This enhanced experience will help boost 
visitation to the Vail Ski Area due to the great exposure that will come with hosting the 
World Ski Championships. 
-The objectives of the Vail Associates proposal are presented in the Environmental 
Impact Survey conducted by the U. S. Forest Service. The first objective calls for 
upgrading skiing quality and opportunities for Vail Mountain skiers. This objective would 
be accomplished through improved skier distribution, additional intermediate ski terrain, 
more direct end-of-day routes from the back bowls to the main Vail Ski Area, backup lift 
service for the back bowls from the front of the Vail Ski Area, and more reliable skiing 
conditions, "especially early in the season, without creating additional snow-making 
demands" (EIS 1-8). The second objective concerns efficiency for the Vail Ski Area 
during low periods of use, and the third objective is to "build annual skier visitation at Vail 
Ski Area without increasing peak days" (EIS 1-8,1-9). "Peak days" refers to those time 
periods when the numbers of skiers in the Vail Ski Area reach, within a few thousand or 
less, the maximum capacity of skiers possible at one given time. 
In order to receive permission for the proposed development of Category III, 
F ederallaw requires Vail Associates to submit a proposal that will be analyzed by the U. S. 
Forest Service prior to approval. The Forest Service analysis is under the supervision of 
Forest Ranger Loren Kroenke, the Project Manager, who has been hired by Vail 
Associates as project coordinator. He will ensure that permits are correct, prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement, (if necessary) prepare an Environmental Assessment 
(EA), which is a more in-depth study than the EIS, and hold public information meetings. 
The final decision will be made by the White River National Forest Supervisor, Veto 
LaSalle. The U.S. Forest Service decision-making process comes under the scope of the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), as well as the Endangered Species Act, the 
Clean Water Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, and the Clean Air Act (Vail 
Mountain Master Plan). The NEPA stipulates that there be "a national policy which will 
encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his environment" (NEP A, 
section 4321). It seeks to prevent "damage to the environment" and "to enrich the 
understanding of the ecological systems and natural resources important to the nation" 
(NEPA, section 4321). Federal law also requires that an Environmental Impact Survey be 
completed by the Forest Service before a decision is made. According to the EIS itself, 
the purpose for the study is as follows: 
1. document the development and evaluation of the Proposed 
Action and alternatives to it as the basis for a federal TŤȘÙVÙŬŪŸĚ
2. provide the site-specific environmental analyses for those 
facilities and activities encompassed by the range of 
alternatives; 
3. describe, analyze, and disclose the biological, physical, social, 
and economic impacts that would likely be associated with 
implementing each of the alternatives; 
4. identify where possible, the long-term, direct, and indirect effects 
of the various alternatives; 
5. disclose the effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable 
future actions that interact in a cumulative fashion with the direct 
impacts; 
6. indicate possible mitigating measures that may be used to avoid, 
minimize, eliminate, or reduce adverse impacts; and 
7. provide a comprehensive, reliable, and informative document for 
public agencies, groups, and individuals who are interested in the 
project, or who may choose to use the document in their planning 
and decision making process. (EIS 1-15,1-16) 
In identifying the significant issues concerning the development of Category III, 
the Forest Service faces five possible areas for concern that have been raised by Vail 
Associates and public interest groups: 1) the need for reliable ski conditions when the 
back bowls are unavailable; 2) the terrain available for intermediate skiers at Vail in 
comparison with skier preference; 3) the potential impact on the land; 4) the Category III 
-.-
area changing from a primitive, roadless area to a developed area; 5) the potential effects 
on lynx and its habitat (EIS 2-1). 
The public meetings that were eventually held on the EIS draft (on December 6th 
and 7th, 1995, at the U.S. Ranger Station in Minturn; and on January 24, 1996, in the 
Denver metropolitan area), confirmed that the EIS draft had identified the major areas of 
public concern. According to project manager Loren Kroenke, these meetings were 
strictly informational; they were conducted to inform the public about how the EIS was 
drawn up and to explain how the research and analyses were conducted (1996 interview). 
The meetings also gave the public an opportunity to ask questions about the EIS and the 
methods that were used in its compilation. About 30-40 people attended each of the 
Minturn meetings, and 50-60 people attended the Denver meeting (1996 Kroenke 
interview). 
In addition to public response from the meetings, there have been about 225 
comment letters (1996 Kroenke interview). The USFS is in the process of aggregating the 
letters into similar concerns and topics. According to Kroenke, the final EIS must respond 
to all of the issues raised in these letters. In some cases the response will merely point to 
the page(s) in the EIS that discuss the concern stated in the letter. Other responses will 
involve conducting new analyses of present data, and may even result in adding additional 
alternatives to the proposal. The White River National Forest Supervisor, Veto LaSalle, 
has the flexibility of choosing from one or parts of all of the current proposals or can even 
present a new alternative of his own. The final EIS should be ready this summer. 
Attached to the final EIS will be the Record of Decision by Mr. LaSalle. His decision will 
indicate which alternative and under what conditions anything may be developed. It will 
also layout the rationale for his decision. 
Public response to the EIS draft has been split--with about half feeling further 
development is not needed and that the wilderness character of the area would be lost by 
additional development, and the other half feeling that development is important to the 
-. -
livelihood of the community and could be done without destroying the unique character of 
the area (1996 Kroenke interview). Two letters of response from the Colorado Mountain 
Club are quite interesting in that they represent this divided reaction. Kroenke indicates 
that the response letters from both the Gore Range chapter of CMC and from the 
statewide umbrella chapter take quite different positions on the proposal. Part of the 
reason that the Gore Range chapter would like to support the proposal may be that many 
of the Gore Range chapter members live in Vail valley and are employed by V A. This 
point is also noted in a letter to the author from CMC member Anne Esson. 
There has also been continued opposition to the proposal from such environmental 
groups as LAW Fund, CEC, and SREP; all of these groups have sent long and detailed 
letters questioning certain parts of the EIS. The opposition is primarily split into two 
groups--those who feel more analysis is needed and those who feel that the existing 
character of the land outweighs the benefits of change. Mostly the groups question the 
way the data was analyzed. It is probable that the USFS will conduct further analysis on 
-
the existing data, but doubtful that any new field surveys will be undertaken (1996 
Kroenke interview). The major issues that will require additional analysis or consideration 
involve the lynx, old growth forests, and wildlife species dependent on old growth forests 
for habitat (1996 Kroenke interview). Despite these concerns, Kroenke does not feel that 
there are any issues and impacts under consideration that could absolutely kill the project, 
and he notes that all of these issues are addressed to some extent in the EIS draft. 
While VA had planned to begin construction on the Two Elk Creek project this 
summer, the delays in presenting the EIS, as well as additional analyses on current data, 
now make that prospect highly unlikely. According to Kroenke, VA has plenty of current 
projects underway, including a new gondola in Lionshead and high speed quad lifts to 
Bachelor Creek, that will keep them busy this summer and should also delay any 
construction on Two Elk Creek until summer 1997 . 
Major Issues For and Against the Proposal: 
The issue of reliable ski conditions during restricted use of the back bowl areas is 
important to Vail Associates. The development of Category III would help compensate 
for periods of restricted use of the back bowls. Reliable early and late ski conditions is 
seen as "the most important ingredient in being able to build skier visitation during off 
peak periods" (EIS 2-22). Reliability during these low-ski time periods would help 
generate greater interest in skiing the Vail Ski Area due to the increased possibility of a 
positive skiing experience for potential visitors. Therefore, it is obviously critical for Vail 
Associates to be able to develop Category III into an attraction in order to achieve the 
goal of generating this greater visitation during the early and late ski seasons. 
The need for intermediate ski terrain is another concern of Vail Associates which 
the Forest service has taken into account. While intermediate skiers account for 50% of 
all skiers who visit the Vail Ski Area, only 39% of Vail Ski Area trail capacity is rated 
intermediate (EIS 1-9). The addition of intermediate level skiing in Category III is 
attractive to Vail Associates because it would cause a 21 % increase in intermediate trail 
capacity (EIS 2-23). 
Biodiversity, or the potential impact on the land and forms oflife within Category 
III, seems to give an argument against the proposed development. Specifically, there is 
concern over the loss of old-growth forest stands and forest blocks that would "adversely 
impact forest-interior and certain snag-dependent species" (EIS 2-24). Despite these 
concerns, the overall conclusion is that the area affected is already surrounded by 
developed lands, and that any wildlife would only be temporarily disturbed during the 
construction stages of the development, after which the wildlife would be able to resume 
their movement patterns with little interference (EIS 2-25). The small size of the 
Category III area makes it extremely unlikely that it could be supporting its own 
ecosystem that would not have been disturbed from previous developments throughout 
- the region. This is accounted for in the EIS, which states that "the ability of the Category 
III area to function as a core reserve [is] quite low" (EIS 2-25). 
The transformation of the Two Elk Creek Roadless Area, which includes the 
Category III area, into a developed area is also a cause for concern to the public. Two Elk 
Creek has been a popular summer hiking area, mainly touted as an "ideal campsite" which 
is also known for its wildflowers (Vig and Hamilton 2-3). The opportunity for "non-
motorized, back country recreation opportunities" would be affected in terms of activities 
that would now be in a setting that contains man-made developments. Back country 
recreation opportunities in terms of acres available would drop by over 2,000 available 
acres to only 1,260 available acres if one believes back country recreation to be available 
only in undeveloped land (EIS 2-26). The Forest Service notes that during public 
scooping some people stated the view that "high-elevation, forested ecosystems" such as 
those found in the Two Elk Creek area are unique and should be preserved (EIS 2-26). 
However, the Forest Service refutes this claim by noting that spruce-fir is the dominate 
forest cover type in high elevations in this part of Colorado and that spruce-fir comprises 
the major component of old-growth forest in any given area. When comparing the 
Category III area to the entire Holy Cross Range District of about 340,000 acres, "it 
appears that high elevation, forested ecosystems are relatively common in the surrounding 
area" (EIS 2-26). 
The possibility of Canadian lynx inhabiting the area seems to be of the greatest 
concern for the coalition of groups that are concerned about the development of Category 
III. These groups include the Colorado Mountain Club, the Colorado Environmental 
Coalition, and the Southern Rocks Ecosystem Project. The coalition has enlisted the help 
of an environmental legal center, Land Water Fund of the Rockies (LAW Fund), a 
nonprofit environmental law center based in Boulder, Colorado, that provides legal service 
for grass-roots environmental groups in the Rocky Mountain region (Williams 1). 
According to LAW Fund spokesman, Randall Weiner, "The most important issue is the 
-.-. 
effect of the project on endangered species such as the lynx, which is the subject of a 
pending petition for listing as an endangered or threatened species under the Endangered 
Species Act" (Williams 1). Vail Associates has conducted several wildlife studies in the 
area, including a six-year lynx study by Rick Thompson of Western Ecological Systems 
(Williams 1). If there are lynx in the area, it seems quite apparent that there are very few. 
Lynx have a huge home range (about 25 square miles per male) and are very territorial. 
They are dependent on snowshoe hare for food (1993 Kroenke interview). There has 
been no actual citing of the endangered lynx in the area, despite two sets of a possible half 
dozen being confirmed by experts as lynx tracks by experts (1993 Kroenke interview). 
Tom Allender (Vail Associates) downplays the lynx issue, saying there has been one set of 
confirmed tracks in the Category III area, but admits that the issue is "touchy" (Williams 
1). Allender suggests that providing slash piles (for hare habitation) and food sources for 
the hares would be appropriate methods of controlling the impact on the lynx 
environment. 
Randall Weiner, LAW Fund spokesman, questions the V A lynx studies on the 
basis of bias. According to Weiner, "The fact that the proponent of the project prepared 
its own study is even further cause for there being a vigorous review from an 
environmental standpoint" (Williams 1). Weiner's comments appeared in the Vail Daily of 
May 30, 1994. In a related article, published in the Vail Valley Times (July 29, 1994), 
Interior Department officials announced that they find "a petition by the Boulder-based 
Biodiversity Legal Foundation valid and substantial" (Lynx 5). The foundation had filed a 
petition with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in April that would force federal agencies 
to take action to preserve the lynx (Lynx 5). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has 
scheduled a nationwide status review of the lynx (Lynx 5). 
While the effect on any potential lynx within the Project Area (PA) is the highest 
profile issue concerning candidate endangered species, Boreal toads, the northern 
goshawk, and the wolverine, all candidate endangered species, have potentially lived or 
---
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are living within the Category III area, despite no known existing habitats. In 1993 two 
Boreal toads were spotted in the PA (EIS 3-53). No surveys have been able to discern 
whether wolverine exist within the P A; only one wolverine has been seen in Colorado 
within the last 30 years, and it is extremely doubtful that they exist within the PA (EIS 3-
55). A previously used goshawk nest that was spotted within the PA in 1989 has not been 
used since (EIS 3-53). 
Two plant species, the brownie lady slipper and northern twayblade, are listed as 
federal candidate, Forest Sensitive, and state listed rare species. Both have been known to 
exist within or near the Vail Ski Area, despite no known habitats within the project area 
(EIS 4-45). It is important to note that candidate endangered species do not have any 
legal protection under the Endangered Species Act. 
Under the No Alternative Action, only the Boreal toad from the above mentioned 
candidate species would possibly be affected adversely. The No Alternative Action would 
allow continued grazing of the PA by sheep, which would produce "degradation of the 
surrounding terrestrial system" in Commando Pond (EIS 4-63), potentially destroying the 
only habitat within the P A where Boreal toads have been seen (EIS 3-52). The best way 
to avoid this adverse affect within the No Action Alternative would be to limit sheep 
grazing to certain areas within the PAin order to avoid disturbance of the potential 
habitat. 
Under the Center Ridge Alternative (Alternative B), only portions of potential 
habitats, occurring in a ridge separating Pete's and Super bowls and the upper elevations 
of Super Bowl, of the brownie lady slipper and the northern twayblade would be impacted 
(EIS 4-47). No known species have been found within the affected area, despite a known 
population of the brownie lady slipper occurring only 0.5 miles from the PA boundary 
(EIS 4-47). This alternative would affect the candidate wildlife species minimally, with 
the exception of loss of potential denning habitat for the lynx because of fragmentation of 




impacts upon the candidate endangered species wildlife, other than lynx, for the Center 
Ridge Alternative. 
The Proposed Action (Alternative C) would have a potentially greater effect on the 
candidate endangered species than Alternative B in terms of area, but is relatively the same 
in terms of which candidate species could be affected. The same potential habitats for the 
brownie lady slipper and northern twayblade would be affected as in Alternative B (EIS 4-
48). Lynx denning areas that would be affected would be greater in size under the 
Proposed Action (EIS 4-67). Again, there is no mention of adverse impacts to the Boreal 
toad, northern goshawk, or wolverine. 
The MDP Alternative (Alternative D) would cause a much greater negative impact 
on potential brownie lady slipper and northern twayblade habitat. Along with the similarly 
impacted areas in Alternative Band C, potential habitat areas within Super Bowl West, 
East Pete's, and Commando Bowls would all be affected (EIS 4-50). Any goshawks in the 
P A area would most likely be displaced during the 5 to 7 years of construction that would 
be necessary (EIS 4-69). Fragmentation of areas within the Commando bowl would 
"decrease the available habitat for numerous dense/mature forest dependent species" (ElS 
4-70). Among the species affected would be the lynx and the northern goshawk. Some 
areas of development would reduce lynx denning, but others could also benefit the lynx 
because of potential increase in snowshoe hare (ElS 4-72). 
With the potential of affecting a candidate endangered species, both the Colorado 
Mountain Club (CMC) and the Colorado Environmental Coalition (CEC) have asked for 
Category III to be removed from the land permit extended to Vail Associates, with no 
development allowed (ElS 2-3). However, this proposal does not receive serious 
consideration in the ElS, mainly on the basis that the habitat could be managed to make 
food sources for the lynx readily available. According to Allender, "Vail Associates 
believes that they can manage the habitat to make it conducive to the Canadian lynx by 
introducing understory growth, cover which would provide the environment to attract and 
support more snowshoe hare" (1995 Allender interview). Loren Kroenke (USFS) seems 
to agree According to Kroenke, just finding Canadian lynx in the area would not be 
sufficient reason to prohibit further development of the area as long as the lynx habitat 
could be managed "The proposal should incorporate provisions for snowshoe hare 
habitat That would probably be enough to satisfy the lynx situation. Habitat for 
snowshoe hare would include old growth vegetation, Engleman spruce and sub alpine fir, 
which tend to occur together" (1993 Kroenke interview). Kroenke describes old growth 
vegetation as involving a multi-layered stand, with a considerable number of down trees 
and dead woody material (either on the ground or standing dead) which could provide 
cover There should be seedlings in the understory of some 20 to 30 feet in height and 
older trees of some 100 feet 
Old Growth Forest in Project Area 
Old Growth Forest in Project Area 
Although lynx are a Federal Candidate, Colorado Endangered, and \Vhite River 
Forest Sensitive species (EIS 2-21), "none have been known to exist within the LA 
[Landscape Area] and likely the PA" (EIS 2-21) For the Category III proposal, "the 
effects on lynx and its habitat primarily involve fragmenting forest (EIS 2-21) The 
proposed development of Category III can be both beneficial and hamlful to the lynx A 
Biological Evaluation conducted by the Forest Service, has deteffilined that individual lynx 
could be negatively affected, but that "population viability would not be affected .... 
Conversely, some of the proposed clearing would create quality snowshoe: hare habitat" 
which would in turn add to potential prey for the lynx (EIS 2-22) Other mitigation 
measures for curtailing displacement ofwildIife require the involvement of both the U S. 
Forest Service and Vail Associates These measures include limiting construction until 
after June 30; "phasing the construction of the lifts to slow the rate of habitat conversion 
over the seven-year construction period"; applying lynx management guidelines to specific 
trail layout ("minimizing development of areas with heavy down timber, rocky areas and 
identified snowshoe hare habitat"); and "implementing trapping restrictions in: the LA to 
avoid incidental taking of lynx" (Table 2-11 EIS 2-52). 
Aquatic Biology and Two Elk Creek: 
Two Elk Creek supports a trout population which could be affected by any of the 
proposed developments The only species of trout found in Two Elk Creek, brook trout, 
consists of a relatively large and stable population (EIS 3 -25) Although Two Elk Creek 
itself will be considered later in this paper, the water quality in Two Elk Creek is 
considered good to excellent habitat for the trout, with "fish densities and biomass [being] 
excellent for the size and elevation of the stream" (EIS 3-25) 
Two Elk Creek 
-Any construction within the Category III area would cause some sedimentation to 
occur within Two Elk Creek. Obviously, sedimentation would increase in correlation with 
greater amounts of construction within the area, depending on which alternative is 
endorsed by the Forest Service. This sedimentation "could decrease trout recruitment for 
a period of 1-2 years.... Indirect food web effects from impacts to water quality could 
decrease brook trout individual and population health" (EIS 4-39). It should be noted that 
the survey maintains that with appropriate mitigation measures there would be no 
significant effect to trout population within Two Elk Creek. 
Two Elk Creek, a third-order stream located along the northern portion of the 
project area (EIS 3-25), is a tributary of the Eagle River. The Eagle River flows into the 
Colorado River, an area which supports four types of federally endangered species offish. 
The four species in this category are the Colorado Squawfish, razorback sucker, bonytail 
chub, and humpback chub (EIS 3-27). Because of the relation between Two Elk Creek 
and the Colorado River, the Forest Service is required to study whether there would be 
any adverse effects on these species due to development in the Category III area. One 
candidate endangered species, the Colorado River cutthroat trout, has been identified as a 
species that could live within Two Elk Creek, but has probably been forced out by 
competition from the brook trout; no cutthroat trout were found to inhabit Two Elk 
Creek during a survey taken in 1993 (EIS 3-28). 
The main concern of the Forest Service in protecting endangered species offish is 
water depletion from the Colorado River, which would hinder the recovery of the 
endangered species (EIS 3-27). None of the proposed alternatives would deplete water 
from the Colorado River; "[c]onsequently, none of the alternatives would impact 
threatened, endangered, and Forest sensitive fishes" (EIS 4-39). Furthermore, no 
endangered fish have been identified in drainage from the Category III area, thereby 
making any potential adverse affect due to development practically nil (EIS 3-27). 
It is also important to note that Candidate fish species receive no legal protection under 
the Endangered Species Act, but in keeping with the spirit of the ESA they should be 
considered in the decision-making process (EIS 3-28). 
Field studies "measuring fish populations, habitat quality, macro-invertebrate and 
periphyton abundance were conducted by W.J. Miller and Associates in Two Elk Creek in 
1993" (EIS 3-25), and the information from this 1993 study is the basis for the EIS 
aquatic biology conclusions. Three major habitat types were found: glides (one type); 
pools (six types); and riffles (eight types) (EIS 3-25). The riffle-to-pool rates for Two Elk 
Creek are essentially even as each riffle is usually followed by a pool. However, riffle 
habitat dominates the stream; 89% of the length of the stream is comprised of riffles, and 
about 10% of the length of the stream is comprised of pools (EIS 3-25). 
The bank stability of the stream is excellent, and more than 90% of the study area 
has stable vegetated banks. Further, more than 30% of the stream offers some kind of 
cover for fish, either instream or overhead (EIS 3-25). Except in the areas that have 
Beaver dams, there is little sedimentation in" the stream. There is some evidence of 
sedimentation from beaver dams in the back bowl drainage areas. Five breached beaver 
dams were observed between Lower Sun Down Bowl and Tea Cup Bowl drainages and 
five more between Tea Cup and China Bowl drainages. There are also two active beaver 
dams between Tea Cup and China Bowl drainages, and one active and one breached dam 
upstream of China Bowl drainage (EIS 3-25). While there is some localized sediment and 
scouring around the dams, the study found the habitat condition to be excellent 
throughout (EIS 3-25). One problem with erosion was noted that involved the type of 
development that is expected in the project area: "Some sloughing of the fill slope for the 
base terminal of Lift 21 has occurred, but [there is] little other evidence of eroding stream 
banks" (EIS 3-25). The EIS aquatic biology report concludes that "due to its excellent 
physical characteristics, Two Elk Creek has the potential of providing future habitat for 
the species" (EIS 3-28). 
-Several strategies are discussed that are intended to mitigate a short-term 
disturbance of the project area during its development. These strategies include the 
following: 
1) A prohibition on construction in the vicinity of Two Elk Creek from 
October 1 to May 1 each year, unless specifically approved by the Forest 
Service in a separate operations plan which provides adequate protection 
to the creek. 
2) The use of sediment fences, mulch, and/or erosions mats during 
construction at locations stipulated by the Forest Service. 
3) The planned minimization of streambank and streambed disturbance and 
avoidance of sensitive riparian sites. Special care would be utilized during 
construction of the Intertie skiway to insure that heavy equipment does not 
disturb vegetation directly adjacent to the stream and that sufficient silt 
fencing is properly installed prior to any ground disturbing activity 
associated with construction near Two Elk Creek. 
4) The revegetation of any area near a stream as soon as it is practical, 
even if the work must be done out of sequence with other revegetation 
efforts. 
5) Adherence to measures presented in the draft Watershed Conservation 
Practices Handbook for the Rocky Mountain Region (USDA-FS 1995). 
(EIS 4-40) 
In addition to these short-term disturbance measures, V A regularly maintains long-term 
mitigation measures including a Storm Water Management Plan, mulching all disturbed 
areas before completion of revegetation, and monitoring and maintaining culverts and 
sediment basins (EIS 4-40, 4-41). All of these mitigation measures are intended to 
minimize the sedimentation entering Two Elk Creek, an element seen as crucial for 
maintaining a healthy ecosystem for trout and other organisms in the creek (EIS 4-41). 
The development of the project will have various impacts on the vegetation in the 
area Direct impacts for all of the project alternatives include "the removal of vegetation, 
blading, recontouring, glading (thinning of up to one-third of the trees), and revegetating 
specific areas to accommodate ski trails and ski ways" (EIS 4-42) These impacts are the 
target of those who argue that the project development will destroy the wilderness flavor 
of the area Further destruction of the natural contours and vegetation of the project area 
could be caused by the construction of skidding and hauling roads throughout cleared 
areas and by the erosion caused by such construction (EIS 4-43) Even with mitigation 
measures, adverse impacts to vegetation would include "an overall loss in vegetation cover 
(particularly forest canopy cover) and species diversity" (EIS 4-43). One indirect effect of 
revegetation would mean the loss of diversity: for native flora of the disturbed areas would 
be predominantly replaced by seeded plant species used in the revegetation program (EIS 
4-43) 
Forest Glading 
- The best suggestion given for mitigation of impact on vegetation is the phased 
construction of the proposed developments. However, while phased construction might 
slow the rate of vegetation type conversion and reduce disturbances to the area, it would 
do nothing for the loss of some vegetation cover, particularly forest canopy cover (EIS 4-
43). 
Something can be said for the choice of alternatives and the impacted areas, 
however. In the Center Ridge alternative the impacts to vegetation would be about the 
same as in the other alternatives, but on a smaller scale than for the other action 
alternatives (EIS 4-46). For the Center Ridge alternative, "the construction of ski trails, 
lifts, skiways, and access roads would potentially impact approximately 445 acres (10 
percent of the PA), although over one-third (approximately 160 acres) of the total acreage 
disturbed occurs in non-forested habitat types" (EIS 4-46). Implementation of the 
Proposed Action would have impacts to vegetation similar to those listed for the Center 
Ridge alternative, but the impacts would be more extensive in scale (EIS 4-47). The 
proposed construction "would potentially impact approximately 828 acres, which 
comprises 19 percent of the Project Area" (EIS 4-47). Here approximately one-third of 
the impacts (277 acres) would occur in "naturally open non-forested terrain where 
disturbance resulting from development of ski trails, lifts, and skiways would be minimal, 
as no clearing and very little ground disturbance would be required" (EIS 4-47). Further, 
winter snow cover in both of these action alternatives is extensive and would prevent most 
ground distrubance from skiing once development has taken place (EIS 4-47). 
The following two photographs are of an undeveloped bowl area in the project 
area. When compared to the photograph of a developed bowl area that follows these 
photographs, it can be noted that there appears to be little difference in vegetation 
between the undeveloped bowls and the developed bowls because the developed area was 
already part of a natural mountain meadow. 
Undeveloped Back Bowls in Project Area 




According to the EIS draft, most of the wetland losses in the past were caused by 
the construction of roads for logging and mining (EIS 4-58). Additional impacts have 
come from residential and commercial development within the Eagle Valley. Other 
serious concerns involve the ongoing water diversion projects from the valley for Front 
Range communities (discussed briefly in the history of Vail). 
Direct and indirect impacts on wetlands are common to all of the action 
alternatives. Impacts "could occur as a result of dredge or fill activities in a wetland, 
alteration of the hydrology and subsequent loss of saturated soil conditions, disturbance in 
adjacent upland areas and the resultant increases in wetland sediment deposition, or a 
combination of the previous factors" (EIS 4-53). Some of these alterations would take 
place during such development as constructing bridges, cutting vegetation in the wetlands, 
placing culverts, constructing and operating roads, grading wetlands, altering stream 
courses, placing fill in or dredging material from the wetlands (EIS 4-53). In turn, 
changes in the canopy cover could affect the macro- and micro-habitats within the wetland 
and thus also displace hydric and wildlife species dependent upon such habitats. For 
example, the clearing or glading of trees could result "in the loss of unique microhabitats 
where orchids and other uncommon understory hydric species are found" (EIS 4-53). 
Also, cutting willows in "riparian shrub wetlands" could affect the macrohabitat of riparian 
wildlife species by "displacing song birds and small mammals that prefer dense cover" 
(EIS 4-53). Thus alterations in the wetlands have far reaching impacts in the species 
connected with these habitats. 
There would be no impact to the wetlands as a result of the No Action Alternative 
(EIS 4-54). If the Center Ridge Alternative were to be implemented, the construction of 
the proposed bridges, access roads and trails would impact a total of 0.34 acres of 
wetlands (EIS 4-54). Here the impact would take place in the Two Elk Creek complex 
due to the skiway access along the southern side of Two Elk Creek (EIS 4-54). The 
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Proposed Action Alternative would potentially result in regulated impacts to 3.07 acres of 
wetlands (EIS 4-55). Most of the impacts would occur as a result of "a proposed ski trail 
construction in a large forested wetland complex in upper East Pete's Bowl" (EIS 4-55). 
The construction of a utility line from the top of Vail Mountain to the proposed restaurant 
would also cross two small drainages (EIS 4-55). An additional 3.68 acres would 
potentially be impacted by non-regulated activities, particularly along Two Elk Creek (EIS 
4-56). The implementation of the MDP Alternative would potentially impact 
approximately 20.67 acres of wetlands, primarily through dredge and fill activities for ski 
trails, bridges, and skiways (EIS 4-56). 
In addition to standard mitigation measures, dredge and fill impacts could be 
reduced "by having a qualified wetland specialist on site when wetland crossings occur" 
(EIS 4-58). A specialist could advise equipment operators about where and how to cross 
these areas most efficiently and with the least amount of damage to the wetlands site. 
Additionally, it is suggested that damage to the willow riparian communities could be 
lessened by "not trimming the willows any closer than 18 inches above the ground surface" 
(EIS 4-58). Such maintenance would "provide for healthy root systems" and help 
maintain healthy shrubs during the growing season (EIS 4-58). 
Wildlife: 
The major wildlife concern for all of the Action Alternatives is in connection with 
the loss of habitat for the lynx, an issue that has been addressed above. According to 
Loren Kroenke, an additional focal point in this study is the effect of the development on 
the elk migration routes (1993 Kroenke interview). Elk are considered "high public 
interest species," a title given to those species "which the public actively seeks for 
recreation, or those which receive higher levels of public attention and are consequently of 
high economic value" (EIS 3-49). The elk present in the PA are part of the Dowd 
lunction-Two Elk Creek Herd and have a post-hunt population of 806 individuals (EIS 3-
--
49). In the fall these elk migrate across the PA "from their Stafford Creek summer range 
(between Vail Pass and Copper Mountain) to their Dowd Junction range, east of US. 
Highway 24 near the confluence of the Eagle River and Gore Creek by the Town of 
Minturn" (see figure 3.5 in Appendix A) (EIS 3-49). Although migration depends upon 
winter storms, the elk usually leave PA by mid-November (EIS 3-49). According to 
surveys taken by Andree (1995), calving and rearing usually take place on the lower, 
southern facing slopes, between mid-May and the end of June and primarily involve Tea 
Cup Bowl, the lower portions of Sun Up and Sun Down Bowls, and just outside the PAin 
lower China and Siberia bowls (3-49). Following calving the elk continue their migration 
up the Two Elk Creek drainage to their summer range (3-49). Although most elk leave 
the P A by the end of June, some individuals remain in the P A area during the summer 
months. 
In order to support elk calving and rearing, the Two Elk Creek Trail and 
surrounding area, located in China Bowl of Category III, is closed during elk calving 
season, which takes place from mid-May until mid-June. With no plans calling for the 
area to be opened during this time period, it seems the elk will not be affected by the 
development of Category III. Presently none of the back bowls is open to public access 
from the end of the ski season (in April) until July 1st (for elk calving season). After July 
1 st the area opens to horseback and foot travel, but no motorized travel, except for 
maintenance purposes, is allowed. At this time there is an agreement with Vail Associates 
that no commercial traffic (such as mountain bike tours) will be allowed in the back bowls, 
and that restriction would continue under the current Two Elk Creek proposal. 
In addition to maintaining China Bowl from May 1 through June 30 for elk calving 
(Table 2.11,2-52), the proposal suggests the following mitigation measures against the 
loss of big game habitat: leaving large, undisturbed forest islands; using special habitat 
such as wallows, licks, and especially calving/fawning habitat; seeding ski trails with 
preferred native forage for elk; "scattering slash generated by the cutting of new ski trails 
in and around the edges of the remaining forest islands" (Table 2.11, 2-52). 
The Elk species do tend to avoid or move away from areas under construction, 
and displacing elk into marginal or unsuitable habitats could be a concern. During the 
Category II development, elk avoided the area during development, but moved back into 
the area after the construction was complete (EIS 4-62). The same behavior could be 
expected during the construction of the Category III area. 
Additional Factors: 
According to Mr. Kroenke, in addition to the environmental studies conducted in 
conjunction with the proposal, the u.s. Forest Service has an obligation to do an in-depth 
analysis of the parking and transportation available in Vail, for the increase in number of 
skiers will impact the Vail infrastructure. The decision on whether development will be 
allowed at Two Elk Creek cannot be based primarily on this study, but the U.S. Forest 
Service must disclose the effects which the development might have on the community 
infrastructure to that community (1993 interview). 
The impact of the Action Alternatives on skiing quality is, as expected, projected 
to be quite good. VA believes that any development of the back bowls could help 
maintain Vail's "desired ski experience and market niche" (EIS 4-101). As discussed 
earlier, much of the terrain would be intermediate, and because the weather conditions in 
the Category III area are "typically better and more consistent than in the Back Bowls, " 
the area could attract destination skiers over longer periods oftime (EIS 4-101). 
Reliability of skiing, especially early and late in the season, and improving the distribution 
of skiers across Vail mountain are seen as positive outcomes for any of the Action 
Alternatives. 
Some broad based community concerns include the municipal water supply, 
wastewater treatment, solid waste disposal, schools, and police, fire and emergency 
--
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medical services. The impacts on these areas is expected to be small based on expansion 
expectations for the next ten to fifteen years. Additional V A employees and their families 
who would be living full time in the valley and would require more of the above mentioned 
services are expected to be at most 20 full-time, year-round personnel and 55 temporary 
seasonal employees (ElS 4-117). On the other hand, the ElS draft states that "the most 
important potential impact to note is the damage to the private and public economies that 
would result from a substantial decrease in skier visitation" (ElS 4-119). Such an 
outcome would be most likely if the No Action Alternative were to be adopted (ElS 4-
119). 
Conclusion: 
While a final decision on which alternative will be selected has not yet been reached, it 
seems almost certain that the Proposed Action will be chosen. Reasons for this include 
the desire of the Forest Service to allow development within areas that have already been 
approved for recreational use in previous decisions as well as the influence of Vail 
Associates at the regional and statewide level. According to the reference librarian at the 
Vail Public Library, VA is the largest employer in the Vail Valley. This is confirmed by 
the Human Resources division of Vail Associates, which estimates that approximately 
4,300 people are employed by V A during the ski season and 1,500 people employed in 
year-round positions. VA is responsible for all of the recreational use and development in 
Vail Valley. Without VA the communities of Vail, Beaver Creek, Corderilla, and 
Arrowhead would not exist. The livelihood and recreational opportunities connected with 
these towns also affect their nearby service communities (Avon, Leadville, Eagle Vail, and 
Redclift). Thus, the economic welfare ofthe Valley relies on VA because ofthe money it 
spends, the jobs it creates, and the opportunities it affords. 
Presently, VA has a reputation for being an environmentally sensitive developer. 
According to Axel Wilhelmsen, one of the largest dealers in outdoor hiking and camping 
- equipment in Vail and a resident of the area for over fifteen years, "middle management at 
V A is excellent. Living in Vail, they appreciate the environment and attempt to respect 
the natural beauty of an area during development." Axel did go on to express some 
concern about the top level executives, who reside in New York, but felt confident that 
middle management would make sure that all precautions would be taken in the 
development of the Category III area. Further, many members of the Gore Range Chapter 
of CMC are V A employees (1996 Kroenke Interview) and they also want to continue to 
preserve wilderness opportunities. 
Hopefully, Vail Associates will continue to be responsible when dealing with the 
environment that it will be disturbing. If mitigation measures are carried out properly, the 
studies undertaken by the Forest Service show that there will be only minor and short-
term disturbances of the Two Elk Creek ecosystem, mostly occuring during the 
development of the proposed action. The most important regulation in limiting 
disturbances within the Two Elk Creek area is the closing of this area during the elk 
calving season. By maintaining this regulation, which also calls for no motorized 
recreational use within the area during the summer, both Vail Associates and the Forest 
Service have shown that they are still committed to keeping the area viable for wildlife 
within the development area. Experts, such as the wetlands ecology specialist, will need 
to be on hand during construction within the Category III area in order to ensure that 
mitigation measures are carried out properly. By allowing development within the 
Category III area, the Forest Service will enable Vail to achieve its goals of better skiing 
during off-peak days as well as reliable back bowl skiing, which does not currently exist. 
One must hope that the Forest Service will only allow development within pre-existing 
approved areas, as it is doing now, and continue to avoid development within pristine 
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'rom Sun Up Bowt, Teacup Bowf, 
or'rom China Bowf 
1-70 
FOOD SERVICE FACIUTY • 
PROPOSED CHAIR U" •••••••• 
EXISTING CHAIR U" 
CATEGORY 1111 BOUNDARy········· .. 
CATEGORY III BOUNDARY 






Relums skiers 10 front side 
and can be downloaded in 
low snow conditions 
• I 
ĤĦĤŸĚ Large tracts of ŸĦĚ -;.r::- heavily timbered areas 
,.' .•. r- lell undisturbed lor 
"', ..... ŸGĤ wildlife habitat and e·- natural skiing conditions -•• • {ft -
"'.-
• To avoid impact to 
• we/lands, Ihree skier • 
'. 
bn'dges will be used 10 
·.1 J ' cross Two Elk Creek . ( 
The Category 11/ area consists of Commando, Pete's and Super Bowls. Three chairlifts are proposed 10 service the Category 11/ area (shown in 
dashed green lines). A proposed access lift would also be constructed within the Category 1/ area, providing direct lift access to Tea Cup Bowf 
and the West Wall of China Bowf. This lift also transports skiers 'rom Calegory 11/ and China Bowf back to the front side of Vail Mountain. 
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